Abstract
This paper presents ProRACE, a dynamic data race detector practical for production runs. It is lightweight, but still offers high race detection capability. To track memory accesses, ProRACE leverages instruction sampling using the performance monitoring unit (PMU) in commodity processors. Our PMU driver enables ProRACE to sample more memory accesses at a lower cost compared to the state-of-the-art Linux driver. Moreover, ProRACE uses PMU-provided execution contexts including register states and program path, and reconstructs unsampled memory accesses offline. This technique allows ProRACE to overcome inherent limitations of sampling and improve the detection coverage by performing data race detection on the trace with not only sampled but also reconstructed memory accesses. Experiments using racy production software including apache and mysql shows that, with a reasonable offline cost, ProRACE incurs only 2.6% overhead at runtime with 27.5% detection probability with a sampling period of 10,000.

1. Introduction
In the manycore era, concurrency errors are more common than ever in multithreaded software [15, 37]. They are a frequent source of persistent errors in many production applications, and they have caused many serious real-world problems including the Northeast blackout [51], mismatched Nasdaq Facebook share prices [44], and security vulnerabilities [59].

Towards addressing this problem, the development of efficient dynamic data race detectors has been a focus of researchers in industry [19, 52, 61] and academia [12, 14, 45]. However, precise data race detection requires monitoring every memory operation at runtime, leading to high performance overhead. For instance, FastTrack incurs a 8.5x slowdown for Java programs [14] and a 57x slowdown for C/C++ programs [11]. In industry, Intel’s Inspector XE with dynamic binary instrumentation incurs a 200x slowdown [50], and Google’s ThreadSanitizer with static instrumentation incurs a 12x slowdown [63]. The high runtime overhead prohibits the use of these dynamic race detectors in production runs, relegating them to pre-deployment testing only.

Unfortunately, despite undergoing extensive in-house testing, races often exist in deployed software and manifest in customer usage [29, 52, 53]. These test escapes occur because data races are highly sensitive to thread interleavings, program inputs, and other execution environments that testing cannot completely cover [2, 63]. For the same reasons, data races are notoriously difficult to reproduce and fix after being observed in a production run. Consequently, there is an urgent need for a lightweight data race detector that can monitor production runs.

In production settings, it makes sense to trade off soundness (may miss data races) for performance. Sampling [3, 13, 40, 53] has been proposed as a promising technique to address the problem. However, LiteRace [40] and Pacer [3] still incur unaffordable slowdown for some applications (e.g., Pacer [3] adds 86% overhead at the 3% sampling ratio) due to code instrumentation based runtime checks. Though DataCollider [13] uses hardware breakpoint support instead, their detection coverages are limited to sampled accesses only. RaceZ [53] pioneered the use of hardware performance monitoring unit (PMU) to sample memory accesses, but it has to keep the low sampling frequency for performance thereby compromising the detection coverage.

This paper presents ProRACE, a new practical sampling-based data race detector for production runs. ProRACE is lightweight, minimally affecting the application execution; transparent, requiring neither recompilation nor static analysis; and effective, ensuring high race detection coverage.

ProRACE consists of online program tracing and offline trace-based data race analysis. Though offline analysis is required, the principal advantage of ProRACE is that very low runtime overhead of the online part enables ProRACE to monitor real-time, interactive, or internetworked applications at nearly full speed.

ProRACE makes use of the hardware PMU in commodity processors to monitor an unmodified program at a very low overhead. To be specific, ProRACE samples
memory accesses using Intel’s Precise Event Based Sampling (PEBS) [20]. ProRACE’s newly designed PEBS driver avoids unnecessary kernel-to-user copying and sampled data processing, reducing overhead by more than half compared to the latest Linux PEBS driver. This allows ProRACE to take much more samples for a given performance budget, enhancing its detection coverage.

During the offline phase, ProRACE reconstructs unsampled memory accesses to overcome the inherent limitation of sampling and to increase data race detection coverage further. The key idea is to replay the program from each sample and reconstruct the addresses of other memory instructions. Over the sampling, PEBS provides not only the sampled instruction but also its architectural execution context (e.g., register states) at sample time. ProRACE re-executes the program binary starting from each sampled instruction with the register states, and re-calculates the addresses of unsampled memory operations while emulating register and memory states.

Furthermore, to recover more memory accesses around each sample, ProRACE collects the complete control-flow trace using Intel’s Processor Trace (PT) [21], a new feature in the Intel processor’s PMU, at runtime. The control-flow information guides which path to take during the offline replay, enabling ProRACE to reproduce many other unsampled memory operations preceding and following each sample along the observed program path.

Finally, ProRACE analyzes the recovered memory trace and the synchronization trace, to detect data races using the happens-before based race detection algorithm [14].

This paper makes the following contributions:

- ProRACE presents a lightweight, transparent, and effective data race detector that can be easily deployed to monitor production runs.
- ProRACE proposes a new methodology to reconstruct unsampled memory addresses using the control-flow trace collected at runtime. To the best of our knowledge, ProRACE is the first software scheme that demonstrates how commodity hardware support for control-flow tracing can be used to enable the forward and backward reconstruction of unsampled memory trace. The proposed solution can benefit future research on runtime monitoring beyond race detection.
- This paper describes a PEBS driver that is many more efficient than the state-of-the-art Linux PEBS driver.
- The experiments using production software including apache and mysql show that ProRACE can detect significantly more races than RaceZ, a PEBS based race detector, at a much lower overhead.

2. Motivation

This section discusses the limitations of recent sampling-based and static-analysis-combined dynamic data race detection techniques when used in production environments, and motivates the need for a new approach.

LiteRace [40] and Pacer [3] pioneered the use of sampling for reducing the overhead of dynamic data race detection. LiteRace focuses on sampling more accesses in infrequently-exercised code regions, based on the heuristic that for a well-tested application, data races are likely to occur in such a cold region. On the other hand, Pacer uses random sampling and thus its coverage is approximately proportional to the sampling rate used. However, these code instrumentation-based race detectors cause an unaffordable slowdown for some applications, and their detection coverage is limited to the sampled accesses only. For example, though LiteRace shows low 2.4% overhead for Apache, it makes CPU-intensive applications 2.1-2.4x slower, and incurs 1.47x slowdown on average for their tested applications. Similarly, Pacer also reports the average of 1.86x overhead at the 3% sampling frequency.

DataCollider [13] and RaceZ [53] avoid code instrumentation and thus incur a very low overhead, but suffer from low detection coverage. DataCollider [13] makes use of hardware debug breakpoints. After sampling a code/memory location, it sets a data breakpoint and inserts a time delay. A trap during this delay indicates a conflicting access from another thread. Though longer timing delays increase the likelihood of overlapping data races, they also increase the overhead. In addition, hardware restrictions limit the number of concurrently monitored memory locations to four in the latest x86 hardware [22].

RaceZ leverages Intel’s PEBS to sample memory accesses. However, due to its reliance on the inefficient Linux PEBS driver, RaceZ has to use a low sampling frequency for performance, thereby compromising the detection coverage. RaceZ also attempts to reconstruct unsampled memory accesses, but its scope is limited to a single basic block. This work shows that ProRACE has much less overhead, but detects significantly more data races compared to RaceZ.

Another line of work takes a hybrid static-dynamic approach. RaceMob [29], a recent low-overhead solution, employs static analysis [56] to compute potential data races, and crowdsources runtime race checks across thousands of users. To limit the overhead each user may experience, RaceMob requires a large number of runs to distribute checks, and the number of runs required depends on the precision of the static analysis. Elmas et al. [12] and Choi et al. [6] are other examples that make use of static data race analysis to reduce runtime cost. In spite of its benefits, static analysis often suffers from precision and scalability issues for large-scale applications, and the recompilation requirement is often not a viable option in production settings.

In summary, each of the current dynamic data race detectors lacks one or more of the critical criteria for production run monitoring: performance (low overhead), transparency...
3. Overview

The goal of ProRace is to provide lightweight yet effective race detection for practical use in a production environment. We envision a production environment similar to Google/ Facebook’s real-world datacenter in which various traces of production applications are already collected for monitoring purposes, and dedicated analysis machines exist in the datacenter to process the collected trace [26, 48]. In such environment, runtime monitoring overhead is much more critical concerns than the size of trace and offline analysis overhead. Production and analysis machines share a separate network, and thus writing a trace has a minimal impact on the QoS of production applications that use another network. Analysis machines can periodically process the trace to delete the ones analyzed in prior periods.

Figure 1 shows an overview of ProRace’s two-phase architecture: online program tracing and offline data race detection. The online stage leverages the hardware PMU to trace a program execution at low overhead. Specifically, PEBS is used to collect the sampled memory access trace. PEBS provides both the sampled instruction and the architectural execution context (e.g., register states) at the sample time. PT is used to obtain the complete control-flow trace. The online stage also tracks the synchronization operations for later use in data race detection.

The offline stage first combines the memory access and control flow traces into a time-synchronized trace. Next it reconstructs unsampled memory operations. This is the critical step that allows ProRace to achieve higher detection coverage than other sampling-based approaches. Using the sampled instruction, register states, and control-flow information, ProRace replays the program and recomputes the addresses of unsampled memory accesses around each sample. The unsampled memory instructions whose target addresses can be reconstructed during this step are included in an extended memory access trace. Combining this with the synchronization trace, ProRace performs happens-before based data race detection using the FastTrack [14] algorithm to detect data races.

ProRace improves existing PMU-sampling-based data race detection in three ways. First, ProRace presents a PEBS driver much more efficient than the latest Linux PEBS driver. The improved design allows ProRace to take more samples for a given performance budget, enhancing its race detection coverage. Second, ProRace recovers unsampled memory accesses. ProRace re-executes the program binary starting from each sampled instruction with the PEBS-provided register states reconstructing the unsampled memory accesses while emulating register and memory states. Third, ProRace uses the PT-collected control-flow trace to choose which path to take during the offline binary re-execution. This permits ProRace to recover many other unsampled memory operations around each sample along the observed program path.

4. Lightweight Program Tracing

This section presents how ProRace traces a program execution at low overhead. At runtime, ProRace collects three type of traces: memory access samples, control-flows, and synchronization operations.

4.1 PEBS-based Memory Access Sampling

ProRace samples memory accesses using PEBS [20]. PEBS users can specify types of events to monitor such as retired memory instructions and taken branches, as well as whether to sample user-level or both user- and kernel-level events. ProRace tracks only the user-level retired load and store instruction events because of its interests in application memory accesses for data race detection.

PEBS enables users to set a sampling period $k$ for each monitored event type. After every $k$ events of a given type, PEBS delivers the sampled event along with its architectural execution context at the sample time such as register values, the time stamp counter (TSC)\(^1\), but not memory states, to the corresponding listener.

Care must be taken when choosing the sampling period. Small values of $k$ yield more samples but higher performance

\(^1\) In old Intel processors, the PEBS samples did not include the time stamp, and the OS interrupt handler logged its wall-clock time during the processing. As a result, there was a small timing gap between the actual hardware sample time and the interrupt handler logging time. However, this is no longer an issue in recent processors such as Skylake and Broadwell.
overhead. In addition, samples may be dropped if the kernel finds that too much time has been spent on the interrupt handling.

### 4.1.1 The Current Linux PEBS Driver

While the previous version of the Linux PEBS driver delivered every event using an overflow interrupt, a mechanism called Debug Store (DS) was added in the 4.2 Linux kernel to reduce the interrupt frequency. Figure 2 illustrates the interactions between the hardware PEBS, the OS interrupt handler, and the user-level perf tool.

DS permits PEBS to automatically store samples in a kernel-space buffer referred to as the DS save area whose default size is 64 KB (step 1). The interrupt is delivered only when the DS buffer is nearly full, reducing the frequency of interrupts.

On each interrupt, the OS interrupt handler processes the raw ‘PEBS events’, adding additional information such as wall-clock time, sample size, and sample period (step 2), and yielding ‘perf events’. It then copies the perf events into another buffer, a ring-buffer shared with the user-land perf tool, resetting the DS save area for further PEBS events (step 3).

Finally, the perf tool polling on the ring-buffer commits the perf events to a file (step 4). Since the user-land perf tool may be configured to monitor incoming data from different cores, and store them into the same file, the events in the file may not be ordered sequentially. Thus, it reads the entire file later before its exit to sort all events and include other information.

Though DS support reduces the runtime overhead in using PEBS compared to the naive interrupt-per-sample mechanism, our experimental results show that a sampling period more frequent than 10K-100K will still incur slowdowns approaching 10%.

### 4.1.2 ProRace’s New PEBS Driver

ProRace presents a new PEBS driver that significantly lowers the performance overhead in using PEBS. The new design makes it possible to collect more samples for the same performance cost. Figure 3 shows our new design incorporating the following changes:

First, ProRace eliminates expensive kernel-to-user copying by maintaining a single ring buffer named aux-buffer. The ring buffer is partitioned into multiple 64 KB segments. Initially, ProRace provides PEBS with one segment of the ring buffer; when PEBS finds it full and raises an interrupt, the OS interrupt handler simply proffers the aux-buffer’s next available segment. The user-level perf tool eventually comes into play, dumping the segment filled with records into the file and making it available for further tracing. In this design, the interrupt handler need only swap the segment locations for PEBS similar to conventional double-buffering. The Linux driver for (newer) Intel’s PT incorporates a similar single buffer design, but it is not used in the PEBS driver.

Second, ProRace skips data processing irrelevant to data race detection during PEBS sample handling. Specifically, ProRace does not add the metadata information (step 5 in Figure 2).

Lastly, given a sampling period $P$, the sampling period is initially set to a random value between one and $P$. At the first event the sampling period is changed to $P$. This enables ProRace to start sampling at a random location per thread on each run, increasing its sampling diversity to ultimately improve its race detection capability.

Experimental results in Section 7.2 show that the new driver reduces runtime overhead significantly, making it possible for applications to use a small sampling period.

### 4.2 PT-based Control-flow Tracing

ProRace uses Intel’s PT [21] to collect program control flows. PT is an extension to the PMU architecture for Intel’s Broadwell and Skylake processors. At runtime, PT records the executed control-flow of the program in a highly-compressed format. Unlike event-based PEBS, PT keeps track of complete control-flow information including (indirect) branch target and call/return information without loss of precision. Nonetheless, PT incurs only a very small overhead because the tracking is done off the critical path and by hardware. This is significant improvement over previous (relatively) high overhead and limited tracking features such
as Branch Trace Store (BTS) and Last Branch Record (LBR) in old processors.

PRORAce’s PT driver also implements the code-region based control-flow tracing feature. The PT hardware allows users to specify four memory regions of interest from which to collect the program control-flow. PRORAce is configured to monitor only main executable memory regions because of its interests in detecting application data races (assuming no Just-In-Time compilation). Depending on use cases, dynamic library code regions may be included, or static library code regions may be excluded, by examining the symbol table.

The memory access trace collected by PEBS and the control flow trace collected by PT can be easily combined for offline processing because both traces include the per-core TSC value.

### 4.3 Synchronization Tracing

PRORAce uses happens-before based data race detection [14] for precision (no false positives), but offloads the expensive vector-clock processing to the offline phase. At runtime, PRORAce collects per-thread synchronization logs along with its type (e.g., lock/unlock), variable (e.g., lock variable address), and TSC value. The per-thread logs can be easily synchronized offline because recent processors support invariant TSC [18] that is synchronized among cores and runs at a constant rate.

For transparency, PRORAce uses LD_PRELOAD to redirect standard pthread functions to PRORAce instrumented functions. In addition, PRORAce tracks dynamic memory allocation/deallocation. Suppose that one object is freed, and another object happens to be allocated to the same memory location. There can be no race condition between two different objects, but a data race detector may falsely report one as their memory addresses are the same. To avoid this kind of false positive, many data race detection tools keep track of malloc and free, and so does PRORAce.

### 5. Recovering Unsampled Memory Accesses

PRORAce leverages PMU-based instruction sampling to collect memory accesses. As with all the sampling-based race detectors, it might end up with false negatives due to unsampled memory accesses. To overcome the inherent limitation of sampling, PRORAce reconstructs unsampled memory accesses offline by re-executing the program binary around each PEBS-sampled instruction with forward replay (Section 5.1) and backward replay (Section 5.2). In addition, PRORAce leverages full control-flow information recorded by PT to guide which path to execute during both replays.

For each PEBS sample, PRORAce alternates forward and backward replays following the observed program path as shown in Figure 4. Basically, the forward replay corresponds to the re-execution of the unsampled instructions between the current and the next samples, while the backward replay repeats the preceding current sample for dealing with the instructions missed by the forward replay. PRORAce repeats the replays until there is no more PEBS sample to be processed. The rest of this section details the path-guided binary re-execution and how it can reconstruct unsampled memory accesses.

#### 5.1 Forward Replay

When an event is sampled, PEBS not only offers precise instruction location of the event, but also provides the architectural states such as the entire register file contents at the sample time. By leveraging such execution contexts as inputs, PRORAce re-executes the program binary from each PEBS sample point over the program path reconstructing the addresses of the memory operations. Such path-guided binary re-execution is called forward replay.

For each PEBS-sampled instruction, PRORAce restores the register file contents, and attempts to execute every following instruction over the program path until the next PEBS-sample point is reached. For each instruction being executed, PRORAce checks if the operands are available at the time of the instruction execution. For this purpose, PRORAce keeps track of the architectural status by bookkeeping all the register and memory values in a special hash table called program map.

PRORAce simply treats every memory location as unavailable in the first place. The destination register of load instructions becomes unavailable when they read from unavailable memory locations. If all the operands of an instruction being replayed are not available, PRORAce simply skips the instruction setting all its outputs as unavailable. Otherwise, PRORAce executes the instruction updating the resultant architectural status such as registers and memory locations in the program map. Note that the memory emulation requires a special care for correctness, and thus it is used in a limited fashion. By default, when any available register is written to a certain memory location, PRORAce bookmarks the value for a later access during the replay in the program map and treats the location as available. However, when PRORAce hits a system call or an unavailable instruction, it conservatively invalidates emulated memory.
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at the sample time. After restoring all the register values, calculation are all available.

5, 8, 9 and 10 since their registers used for the address calculation. Here, the forward replay can successfully reconstruct the memory addresses of the instructions at line 1, 2, 3, i.e.,

```assembly
0: mov %rax,0x18(%rsp)
1: movslq 0x0(%rbp,%rbx,4),%rdx
2: mov (%r15,%rbx,8),%rsi
3: mov 0x8(%rsi),%rax
4: mov %r10,%rdi
5: mov 0x8(%r14),%rax
6: add %rax,%r13
7: xor %eax,%eax
8: mov %r13,0x8(%r14)
9: mov 0x18(%rsp),%rcx
10: mov (%r15,%r12,8),%rsi
```

Figure 5: Example for Forward and Backward Replay

states. Moreover, the memory emulation might lead to incorrect memory address reconstruction after the racy access (i.e., conflicting write) from other threads. To address this problem, when a race is detected on the emulated memory location in a later phase, PRORACE invalidates the memory location and regenerates the trace from that racy point (i.e., conflicting read) with the unavailable register value. Thus, PRORACE is safe as it never uses racy memory location during the trace regeneration.

While the forward replay progresses further, more registers become unavailable based on the load instructions reading from unavailable memory locations. Thus, at some point, PRORACE may end up with a situation where no register is available. One might think that the forward replay cannot proceed anymore because no more instruction can be executed due to the lack of available operands. However, continuing the replay even across the point where all registers become unavailable can capture some unsampled memory accesses that would otherwise be impossible to reconstruct. For example, if memory instructions leverage PC-relative instructions, e.g., `mov offset(%rip)` in x86-64, PRORACE can figure out the memory location by adding the offset to `%rip` which is always available as an instruction pointer (PC). By taking advantage of the full control-flow trace recorded by PT, PRORACE performs the forward replay across basic block boundaries until it reaches the very next PEBS-sampled instruction.

Figure 5 shows how PRORACE reconstructs many unsampled memory accesses using forward replay with a real-world example extracted from Apache. Suppose PRORACE sampled the `mov` at line 0 and recorded the register states at the sample time. After restoring all the register values, PRORACE performs the forward replay for the following instructions. Here, the forward replay can successfully reconstruct the memory addresses of the instructions at line 1, 2, 5, 8, 9 and 10 since their registers used for the address calculation are all available.

However, the memory address of the instruction at line 3, i.e., `mov 0x8(%rsi),%rax`, cannot be reconstructed because `%rsi` reads from memory location that is currently unavailable by the instruction at line 2, i.e., `mov (%r15,%rbx,8),%rsi`. To solve this problem, PRORACE performs the backward replay right after the forward replay.

5.2 Backward Replay

Forward replay cannot reconstruct the address of memory operations if the register operand of memory instructions is unavailable, or if the address is not obtained by PC-relative addressing. This motivates PRORACE to leverage two forms of backward replay to reconstruct the memory addresses skipped by the forward replay: backward propagation and reverse execution.

5.2.1 Backward Propagation

The key observations is that many of unavailable registers can be recovered by consulting the next PEBS-provided execution contexts where all the register values are available. More precisely, the backward replay can reconstruct the memory access whose register operand became unavailable during the forward replay, provided the register has not been updated before the next PEBS-sampled instruction. Fortunately, according to empirical results, the registers used for memory address calculation often have a long live-range [41] after they become unavailable during the forward replay.

In light of this, PRORACE back-propagates all the register values restored at the very next PEBS sample to the instructions where each register has been most recently updated. For this purpose, the forward replay marks such instructions checkpointing the register file at the time the register is updated. In addition, the forward replay keeps track of the youngest one among the instructions as an entry point of the later backward replay. Once all the register back-propagation is performed, PRORACE simply jumps to the youngest instruction and resumes the re-execution there. In a sense, the backward replay can be considered as yet-another forward replay starting from a different location, i.e., the youngest instruction, not the current PEBS-sampled instruction.

Figure 5 also shows how the backward replay reconstructs an unsampled memory access that the forward replay cannot deal with. Suppose PRORACE sampled the `mov` at line 10. This allows PRORACE’s backward analysis to restore the value of `%rsi`, which is not possible for the forward replay to deal with. In this way, PRORACE can successfully reconstruct the memory address of the instruction at line 3 using the restored register.

5.2.2 Reverse Execution

The second type of PRORACE’s backward replay is based on reverse execution [4, 8, 35]. In its simplest form such as register-to-register copy, the reverse execution can restore both register values based on the equality as long as at least one of them is known. It is also possible to restore the register used as an operand of arithmetic instructions provided the other operand (register) is known during the
backward replay. For example, the reverse execution can restore the %rdx operand of an instruction (%rax = %rdx + $offset), if the other operand (%rax) is already available by subtracting the $offset from %rax. **PRORACE**’s backward replay engine currently supports reverse execution of integer arithmetic instructions such as additions and subtractions.

Note that once an unavailable register is restored by the reverse execution, **PRORACE** can restore others that have a dependence on that register. As PT provides the program path, **PRORACE** only needs to track the data dependencies, and triggers forward and backward replays iteratively until they reach the fixed point [41] where no further restoration is found. This simple yet effective technique allows the backward replay to go backward further possibly reconstructing more unsampled memory accesses.

### 6. Implementation

The online tools for **PRORACE** consists of two parts: kernel-level PMU drivers and user-land *perf* tool. The new PEBS driver is implemented based on the Linux kernel version 4.5.0. The four PT hardware filter is added to collect branch traces only from the regions of interest.

The offline tool is comprised of four parts: 1) the dynamic standard C library (*glibc* version 2.21) to intercept synchronization and memory allocation operations; 2) the modified *perf* tool to decode raw PT data; 3) the forward-and-backward replay engine that reconstructs memory traces, implemented using Intel’s PIN [39] dynamic binary instrumentation tool; and 4) the FastTrack-based data race detector.

The PMU drivers and perf tool includes 4579 lines of C and assembly codes. The offline tools contain 7024 lines of C/C++ code, 793 lines of perl code, 105 lines of python code, and 623 lines of bash code. The implementation of **PRORACE** can be downloaded from [https://github.com/lztto/PRORACE](https://github.com/lztto/PRORACE).

### 7. Evaluation

This section evaluates **PRORACE**’s runtime overhead, trace size, data race detection effectiveness, memory reconstruction ratio, and offline analysis overhead.

#### 7.1 Methodology

We ran experiments on a 4.0GHz quad-core Intel Core™-7 6700K (Skylake) processor, with 16GB of RAM, running Gentoo Linux Kernel 4.5.0. **PRORACE** was evaluated using (1) PARSEC benchmark suite; and (2) seven real-world applications including *apache* web server, *mysql* database server, *cherokee* web server, *pbzip2* parallel compressor, *pfscan* parallel file scanner, *transmission* BitTorrent client, and *aget* parallel web downloader. We use *simlarge* input for all the applications in the PARSEC suite and set the thread number to be four (equal to the number of cores). The evaluation setup for the real-world applications is listed in Table 1. All network and database applications were tested using the local area network which has a gigabit connection.

For data race detection analysis, **PRORACE** was evaluated using 12 data race examples in real-world applications from previous study [60]. The 12 cases include three data races in *apache*, three races in *mysql*, two races in *cherokee*, two races in *pbzip2*, one race in *pfscan*, and the last one in *aget*. Some other cases in [60] are excluded because they do not include a data race, or are not well documented.

#### 7.2 Performance Overhead

Figure 6 shows the performance overhead of **PRORACE** for PARSEC benchmarks, with the varying PEBS sampling period from 10 to 100K. As expected, a small sampling period results in more samples, leading to high overhead. The geometric mean of performance overhead over all 13 applications in the PARSEC suite goes up from 4%, 7%, 31%, 2.85x, to 7.52x for the decreasing sampling period of 100K, 10K, 1K, 100, and 10, respectively. There are four applications (bodytrack, canneal, dedup, streamcluster) that incurs small 5-9% runtime overhead for the sampling period of 1K. Setting the sampling period to 10K makes 12/13 applications’ overhead less than 10%. The user of **PRORACE** can perform similar sensitivity analysis to find the lowest sampling period, given a performance overhead budget. Assuming the 10% budget, our experiment shows that the sampling period should be set between 1K and 10K for such CPU-intensive applications.

Figure 7 shows the performance overhead of **PRORACE** for real world applications, with the varying PEBS sampling period from 10 to 100K. Some applications including *mysql*, *transmission*, *pfscan*, *pbzip2* showed a similar trend of high overhead for a small sampling period. However, the other applications shows negligible (<1%) overhead even with the very small sampling period of 10. The applications belonging to this second category are indeed network I/O dominant applications (with not much file I/O). The runtime over-
Figure 6: Performance overhead for PARSEC benchmarks
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Figure 9: Space overhead for real applications
The result makes sense because PEBS events (memory operations) are much more frequent than PT records (branches), and PEBS events require rich information collection such as register states.

7.3 Trace Size

ProRACE uses PEBS and PT to collect memory access samples and control-flow information at runtime. Figure 8 shows the trace size generated per a second during program execution of PARSEC benchmarks, with the varying PEBS sampling period from 10 to 100K. The PT trace size remains constant across different PEBS configurations, and its size is measured before decompression. As PT records are highly compressed by hardware, the PEBS trace dominates the overall trace size (~99%). As expected, a small sampling period results in more samples, leading to large trace size. Note that the y-axis is logarithmic. On geometric average, the trace size per second (in MB/s) goes up from 26, 69, 321, 597, to 463 for the decreasing sampling period of 100K, 10K, 1K, 100, and 10, respectively. One outlier is that the trace size for the sampling period of 10 turns out to be less than that of 100 (though it incurs higher overhead as shown in the above experiment). Further investigations show that with a very low sampling period, though the hardware may sample more, these samples may be dropped if the kernel finds that too much time has been spent on the interrupt handling. This implies that there is no benefit of setting the sampling period smaller than a certain (application-specific) threshold.

Figure 9 shows the trace size per second (in MB/s) for real-world applications, with the varying PEBS sampling period from 10 to 100K. The result shows the similar trend but much less space overhead compared to PARSEC benchmarks. On geometric average, the trace size per second (in MB/s) goes up from 0.2, 1.2, 7.9, 40.8, to 99.5 for the decreasing sampling period of 100K, 10K, 1K, 100, and 10, respectively.

7.4 Race Detection

To evaluate the ProRACE’s effectiveness in data race detection, we used 12 real-world data race bugs [60]. For each race bug, we fed a buggy input as documented in the previous study [60], and did not control the thread schedules. We collected 100 traces for each PEBS sampling period: 100, 1K and 10K; and counted how many times ProRACE can report the data race among the 100 traces. In effect, the resulting number can be regarded as an approximate detection probability. For comparison, we also measured the number of data races detected by RaceZ. Note that RaceZ enables memory trace reconstruction within one basic block, and for backward replay, it only supports a trivial form of backward propagation within that single basic block. On the other hand, ProRACE includes PT-based full forward-and-backward replay across basic blocks; and supports backward propagation and reverse execution based backward replay.
Table 2: Data Race Detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>apache-21287</td>
<td>double free</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apache-25520</td>
<td>corrupted log</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apache-35665</td>
<td>assertion</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mysql-3596</td>
<td>crash</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mysql-644</td>
<td>crash</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mysql-791</td>
<td>missing output</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cherokee-0.9.2</td>
<td>corrupted log</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cherokee-bug1</td>
<td>corrupted log</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pbzip2-0.9.4-crash</td>
<td>crash</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pbzip2-0.9.4-benign</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pfscan</td>
<td>infinite loop</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agebug2</td>
<td>wrong record in log</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(average)</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the summary of PRORACE’s data race detection effectiveness. The first column corresponds to the application name and its bug-tracking number, if exists, while the second refers to how the bug manifests during a program execution. The third column describes its characteristics that we analyzed manually. The next six columns show the number of traces where RaceZ and PRORACE detect data races out of 100 traces (i.e., representing the detection probability) for each sampling period of 100, 1K and 10K, respectively.

It is important to note that PRORACE does detect a data race. As expected, in general, the detection probability increases as the sampling period decreases. On the other hand, some race bugs in pbzip2-0.9.4, pfscan, and agebug2 are detected every time (100%). Examining the results, we see that the address of the racy variable uses PC-relative addressing in the program. Thus, reproducing the address of such racy memory accesses is easy because the %rip register is always available as PC, i.e., an instruction pointer. Here, to detect such race bugs, PRORACE only needs to know what basic blocks contain the racy memory accesses, which is obtained by PT’s control-flow trace, without understanding the PEBS-provided execution contexts.

As can be seen, for a given sampling period, PRORACE detects many more data races than RaceZ. For example, PRORACE improves the detection probability from 0.2% to 27.5% on average (arithmetic mean) for the sampling period of 10K, which only incurs 2.6% runtime overhead (Figure 7). For the low sampling period of 100, PRORACE can detect almost all cases (11/12), but RaceZ misses many. It also turns out that RaceZ cannot effectively detect races on simple PC-relative addressing cases because RaceZ requires sampling at the exact basic block containing the racy access. Overall, the results show that PRORACE’s PT-guided forward-and-backward replays are very helpful in detecting data races.

7.5 Memory Operation Reconstruction

PRORACE leverages the forward and backward replays to reconstruct unsampled memory operations. RaceZ also tries to recover other memory accesses, but its scope is limited to one basic block that the sampled instruction belongs to. This section shows the benefit of using PRORACE’s forward and backward replays in terms of the memory reconstruction ratio.

Figure 11 shows the memory instruction recovery ratio (i.e., the number of recovered and sampled memory operations normalized to the number of original PEBS-sampled instructions) for the six buggy applications with the sampling period of 10K.

The first left-most bar shows how many more memory operations can get reconstructed within one basic block (equivalent to RaceZ’s approach). The results show that the basic-block granularity recovery scheme can reconstructs only 1.3x-11.9x memory operations, with the average (arithmetic mean) of 5.4x ratio. Upon further investigation, we found out that apache, which shows a good 9.53x recovery ratio, has a lot of simple memory instructions that use PC-relative addressing in a basic block. However, that was not the case for other applications like mysql, which shows only a 1.6x recovery ratio.

The next two bars show the benefit of forward replay only and forward+backward replays in PRORACE. On average, the forward replay recovers 134x more memory accesses compared to the baseline (PEBS samples). The backward replay provides additional benefits, and when the backward replay is combined with the forward replay, they achieve a higher recovery ratio of 164x on average. The results shows that PRORACE’s race detection coverage (which is approximately proportional to the number of recovered and sampled memory operations) is more than 30 times better than RaceZ’s limited basic-block level reconstruction.

7.6 Offline Analysis Overhead

Lastly, Figure 12 shows the offline analysis overhead when traced with the sampling period of 10K. The results shows that to analyze one second of program execution, offline analysis takes 54.5 seconds for apache and 35.3 seconds for mysql. Pfscan shows the worst analysis overhead as it generates a very large trace for a short amount of program execution time.
8. Related Work

The commodity data race detectors such as FastTrack [14] and ThreadSanitizer [54] do not only incur high runtime overhead but also require instrumenting original program. Thus, they would be more appropriate for early testing phase as long as there are many effective test cases. When a program gets mature and used in production, PRORACE would be more useful as it minimally perturbs the program execution thereby observing the real execution characteristics which lead to data races. This is particularly important because data races are highly sensitive to execution environments [2, 63], that testing cannot completely cover, as with other bugs [25, 26, 34]. Section 2 discusses the limitation of other sampling-based dynamic race detectors that cannot be used for production runs.

Several strategies other than sampling have been explored to reduce the overhead of dynamic data race detection. Overlap-based data race detectors [2, 11, 38] focus on detecting races only when racy instructions or code regions overlap at runtime. Wester et al. [57] parallelizes data race detection. Frost [55] compares multiple replicas of the program running in different schedules. Greathouse et al. [16] monitor cache miss events using PEBS and uses them to turn on race detection in an on-demand manner. TxRace [63] uses hardware transactional memory support. Custom hardware [10, 42, 46, 47, 64] has been proposed as well.

The idea of using separate low-cost tracing and high-cost (offline) analysis has been used for program runtime monitoring [5, 7], especially in deterministic replay domain [1, 17, 31, 32, 43]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no software-based record-and-replay solution that achieves (configurable) low overhead equivalent to PRORACE. In addition to input logging, record-and-replay solutions typically require checkpointing support (even fork-based solution) to monitor a long-lived execution. The lowest-overhead solution would be recording only synchronizations and program input as in RecPlay [49], which guarantees detecting the first race. With additional offline analysis, ProRace can provide higher detection capability beyond the first race. In the context of deterministic replay, PRORACE addresses an important but unanswered question of how much program states can be reconstructed when a PEBS trace is used to start a replay from; and when a PT trace is used to guide the replay. Moreover, PRORACE does not require program input logging.

There are a large body of works that leverage PMU to reduce the runtime overhead of program monitoring for various purposes. For debugging, Gist [28] uses Intel’s PT to track the program execution paths for root cause diagnosis of failures, while CCI [23] uses Intel’s Last Branch Record (LBR) to collect the branch trace and the return values for cooperative concurrency bug isolation. For security, FlowGuard [36] uses Intel’s PT to achieve transparent and efficient Control Flow Integrity (CFI), while CFIMon [58] uses Intel’s Branch Trace Store (BTS) for the same goal. For performance, Brainy [27] leverages Intel’s PEBS to understand the effect of the underlying hardware for effective selection of data structures, while Jung et al. [24, 33] use the PEBS to characterize the cache behavior of OpenMP [9] program for dynamic parallelism adaptation.

9. Conclusion

PRORACE presents a novel PMU sampling-based data race detector that can be deployed in production settings. Its new kernel driver, that eliminates unnecessary copying and data processing, significantly lowers the runtime overhead of using PEBS to sample memory accesses. Furthermore, PRORACE introduces a novel technique to reconstruct un-
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